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Machine Learning (ML) Testing

• Machine Learning (ML) applications are becoming very popular in different
domains e.g., healthcare, finance, cyber-security, self-driving cars, and aircraft
collision avoidance systems.

• A small bug in the system may lead to catastrophic failure which can result in both
financial and human loss.

• Due to their wide adoptability in society, it is essential to perform testing of ML
applications from multiple perspectives.
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Challenges
Testing ML applications poses several challenges, which are as following.

• ML applications have a large input space for which they need to be verified.

• The low accuracy of ML model is a composite effect, which can arise from a
combination of three ML components namely: data, program and the
framework/library.

• Testing ML applications seriously suffer from the Oracle problem.
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Background: Metamorphic Testing (MT)

• Metamorphic Testing uses Metamorphic Relations (MRs) to find defects in the
program.

• MRs are the necessary properties of a program under test that specifies how the
output should be changed on changing the related input.
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K-means Clustering

• ci
(t+1) represents the ith new centroid found, and xj represents the jth instance

(where j = 1, 2, ..., n) belonging to the cluster Ci.
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Agglomerative Clustering

• Average Linkage Method.

• d(Ci , Cj) represents the distance between cluster Ci and cluster Cj , xr represents
the rth data point (where r = 1,2,...,n) belonging to the cluster Ci , and xs represents
the sth data point (where s = 1,2,...,n) belonging to the cluster Cj.
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Existing Solutions in Literature

• To the best of our knowledge, we are able to find only two research papers in
which MT has been utilized to test unsupervised clustering algorithms (provided
by WEKA tool) [1] [2].

• This research helps end-users (non-technical users) coming from diverse fields
such as bioinformatics, finance, and electrical engineering to choose a specific
type of algorithm from a large set of available algorithms that can best fit their
needs.
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Limitations

However, the following are the limitations we have found in their work:

1. The proposed approaches only serve validation purposes, and only check
whether the algorithms under test meet the user expectations.

2. The proposed MRs only target the algorithms provided by the WEKA tool. It is
equally worth exploring to test the behavior of other notable clustering
algorithms provided by widely used Python libraries i.e., Scikit-learn.

3. The proposed approaches use synthetic 2D data (i.e., not real data). It is worth
exploring whether the proposed MRs are effective in testing the models that
use multidimensional real-world data sets as well.
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Proposed Solution

• The GQM (Goal Question Metric) [3] is a goal-oriented approach that we have
used to frame the research work.
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GQM

• Research Goal (RG): To investigate the MT technique for testing unsupervised
algorithms for the purpose of improving their quality from the perspective of both
the end user and a developer in the context of testing K-means and Agglomerative
clustering algorithms.

• Research Question 1 (RQ1): How effective are the proposed MRs in testing the
clustering algorithms under test?

• Research Question 2 (RQ2): Which algorithm is more stable for performing
clustering-related tasks?

• Research Metric 1 (RM1): Number of violated MRs - A count of the number of
MRs that are violated by the algorithms under test.

• Research Metric 2 (RM2): Violation Rate - Percentage of instances for which the
programs show inconsistent behavior.
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Contributions

• We propose an MT based approach for verification and validation of two popular
clustering algorithms, provided by the leading Python library known as scikit-learn.

• We propose 22 MRs to assess the behavior (from both the user’s and
developer’s/implementation perspective) of the clustering algorithms under test.

• The proposed MRs are further analyzed, necessary reasoning is provided, and MRs
are then categorized to show whether each of those MRs targets the verification
or the validation aspect of testing the two algorithms under investigation.

• The effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated by applying it to
testing an open-source customer segmentation application.
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Metamorphic Relations

• MR1 - Duplication of Data Instance(s).

• MR2 - Data Standardization.

• MR3 - Removal of Instance(s).

• MR4 - Deterministic Output Across Multiple Runs.

• MR5 - Shifting Features With constant k:
.
.
.

• MR14 - Addition of New Instance(s):
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Metamorphic Relations

• MR1.1 - Duplication of single instance: For a given source input s, with associated
data instances assigned to clusters ci (where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n), we denote the
output as Os. If we duplicate a single instance in the follow-up input f, the output
Of should remain consistent i.e., Os = Of

• MR2 - Data Standardization: If the existing standardized data is once again
standardized, the output for both the source and follow-up inputs should remain
the same i.e., Os = Of
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Verification & Validation

• The MRs targeting the verification aspect aim to check whether the algorithms
under test adhere to the specification (from the implementation perspective)
expected from the algorithms, whereas,

• The MRs targeting the validation aspect aim to check whether the algorithms
under test meet the general user expectations or not.
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Verification & Validation Analysis (K-Means)
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Verification & Validation Analysis (Agglomerative 
Clustering)
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Verification & Validation Analysis (Agglomerative 
Clustering)
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Verification & Validation Analysis

• MR-1: Duplication of Instance(s)
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Verification & Validation Analysis

• MR-2 - Data Standardization:

For the follow-up input, if we re-apply the standardization step, i) it will not
change the mean and variance of the data points, and ii) it will maintain the
same distance among the data points (similar to the source-input); thus, it
should not change the results.
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Conclusion

• First, we propose Metamorphic Testing (MT) based approach for performing better
quality assurance of clustering algorithms.

• Second, we propose a broader set of 22 MRs that both researchers and
practitioners can take advantage of to assess the behavior of the clustering
algorithms under test from both the user’s general expectation (validation) and
from the implementation perspective (verification).
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Conclusion

• For testing the K-means algorithm, we also propose multiple criteria that can be
used for verification of the MRs. This also opens a new research direction for
researchers to make fruitful contributions.

• Our results show that both the algorithms under test exhibit violations (from the
validation perspective) for 10 MRs. Further, in comparison to K-means, the
Agglomerative clustering algorithm is highly susceptible to small changes in inputs
and may not offer a better alternative to scenarios captured by the violated MRs.
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Future work

• To improve the testing of agglomerative clustering-based applications, we intend
to develop new criteria (similar to testing k-means) that can be used to verify MRs.

• Second, to show the general applicability of the proposed MRs, we intend to utilize
the proposed approach by testing a broad range of other clustering algorithms
that are popular among both researchers and practitioners of the ML community
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Thank You 

Any Questions? 
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